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A~B~Pw~. The inherent ambiguity question for context-free languages is shown to be in the 
Turing degree of unsolvabiiity 0’. The method used is to show that the inherent ambiguity 
question is equivalent to the finitenerss question for r.e. sets which is in degree 0”. The proof 
E;ssdrrtes a context-fm Ianguage with each Turing machine, The language has a natural closed- 
form definition i  terms of the Turing machine. The associated language is inherently ambiguous 
precisely if the Turing machine acwpts an infinite set. 
this paper we prove the following conjecture of Cudia [2] ‘: the Turing degree 
of unsolvability of the inherent ambiguity question for context-free languages i
The method used is to show tlbat he inherent uestion is equivalent to 
s an infinite set. 
is Es ts 7278 an 3224% 
where lope and :jT;; are sets of nonkxmirral nd terminal symbols 
the start symbol, and PO is a set ,I# rewrite rules of the form A 
and a in (NG u &)*. In general, capital Latin italic letters will 
minal symbols, and small Greek letters wi 
Small Latin italic letters will generally de 
of terminal symbols. When discussing ri con 
not be coacerned with the derivation but with 
we identify derivations which have the same 
&ation, we can say that a grammar is ambi 
two distinct derivations. A context-free lan 
grammar which generates it is ambiguous. 
D&nitions of degrees of unsolvability and related terms may be foundin Rogers [7“J. 
I. Turing machine computations 
We will give only an informal definition of a Turing machine. For a more formal 
presentation the reader is referred to Hopcroft and Ullman [S]. 
A Turing machine consists of an infinite tape divided into cells and a finite c=ontrol 
with a read/write head which scans the tape. One of the states of the finite control 
is designated as the start state. At each step in a computation, the Turing m 
reads the symbol on the tape cell bemg scanned by the read/write head. On 
of this symbol and its present state, the Turing machine changes tate, overwrites 
the tape symbol being scamled, and moves its read/write head one tape cell to the 
right or left. We will be studying Turing machi s as acceptors. A Turing w,achine M 
acceps a string w if M, started in the design d start state, scanning the left-m&, 
symbsl in w, will eventually halt. That is, will eventually reach a configuration of 
symbol being scanned aud present state for which the next state is undefined. Noti 
that if the Turing machine does ntit accept when started on a given input, it w 
compute forever. 
An instantasteous description (ID) of a Turin machine is a &in 
where s is a state symbol (a symbol is associate with each state of 
and. uv is a string of’ tape symbols of the Turing machine. (The set of state symbols 
and the set of tape symbols of a Turing machine are assumed to be disjoint.) The 
interpretation is that the machincl is in state .T, uo is the contents of the t and 
the read/write head is scanning the rst sym$ol 0; 0 if t) 
is null). If machine lbl can go from ID II to I2 in one step, we will write t1 I-, ia. 
If M is understood from1 context, we will $y write II k Jz. A Turing machine 
computation isthe series of I 1’s of the Turing machine as it ~,oes from step to step. 
Many simplifications in the following proofs depend on the careful choice of 
otation and normal forms for Turing m 
these conventions 
e letI end of the ts 
nd marker, which is ojsly use 
d two additional symbdls. 
bol with the blank symbol. 
teps and hence consists 
denotes w written 
&ward, and H* consits of all wT such that w is an accepting ID. If M is understood 
from context, we will usually write LO and Ls rather thi;cn LO(M) and L,(M). (We 
8ssume that m is not 8 tape or state symbol of M.) 
Let $ = mwl mw2 m . . . mw,, nun be an element of Lo u LE where each of the 
strings wl contains no m’s. The wd are called the ID’s of 6. Notice that if i is even, 
then rhe ID We of e is not an ID of the Turing machine M but is the transpose of 
M. The following Lemma summarizes ome elementary facts about LO 
and LB. 
Lemmrr 1.2. (i) L,( ) and LAM) are both deterministic and, hence, unambiguous 
context-free hzngtrages. 
,(M) n L&(M) is the set of all accepting computation of the machine RI. 
For 8 discussion of the languages Lo and LE see Hartmarris [4]. (i) is proven 
in [4], (ii) is immediate from the definitions. 
The follawin orem is the heart of this paper. 
) is inherently avzbiguous if ar-d okgly lx the machirize 
accepts M infinite number qf distinct inpur spairtgs. 
We defer the pro 
consequences, 
eorem 2.1 until after we have derivei 
m EEIYY, W. J. SAVITC 
an effective numbering of the context-free lan is means that each 
language is indexed (at least once) by some gramn~~, 
least once) by some natural number. IA denotes th 
ous context-free languages. 
x an effective numbering of all 
of all indices of Turin machines which accept only a finite nu 
3. If D and E are of natural numbers, then 
is Turing reducible to JY. and B are Tur 
and E < T D. 
See Rogers [7]!, for details of the definiti@ns. 
I 
. FINITE < T IA. , 
ows. Associate with each 
JLe .3. FINITE Ij( in 
The reader is referred to Rogers [7] for a proof of Lemma 2.3. 
Le 
From standard theorems (Rogers [7] we get he folEowin;g result. If d set B 
can be written in the form {ii(k) (3~) S ( x,3?)) for &jf)e recursive relation s, 
&CforallsetsCi “. So, by Lemma 2.3, us, it suffices 
at PA is of this 
be the: set of indices of all ambiguous context-free gra-mmars, and let & 
ontext:free lang-age generated by the ith context-free grammar. 
= (ii(Vj) [& = Li implies je A]} 
= (ilWj) [li # Lj or jE A]}. 
x, y, j) holds if and only if x an 
the same word in the jth context- 
are; ence, soft 
emma 2.3 an a 2, ields the main rcsnl 
this paper is devo order to do 
d a preliminary result. is result is reviewed io the next sect 
The statement b
wing results first appeared in Bar- 
zations, including t?le one below, were obtained by Ogden [6]. 
diEers slightly from that given in Ogden, although the proof 
unchanged. The reader is referred to Ogden [6] for the proof. 
For every contex?-free grammar G we cun ctively jind a nalural 
sue/b that the following holds : 
Let [ be any str in the language L(G) generated by G. Let T be any derivation 
tree of 8 in 6. If k or more positions of E ore designated as distinguished, then there 
are strings a, /I, y, S and J.I such that: 
The rivatcbn corresponding to T can be factwed 30 that 
o@yPp is in L ( for all n >, 0. 
least one distinguished position. 
in distinguis hedpositions or else 6 d p both contcain 
ost k distinguished positiofis. 
ote that ia eore 
strings derived. 
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nal A, and some set D of distinguished positions, then q@y& is called an fntercalation 
dtxomposition of 9” for the distinguished pclaitions D. If T is an arbitrary derivation 
of 6 or if T is clear from rthis context, we will usually call E = @y&p an intercalatldn 
’ decomposition of 6 for the distinguished positions . 
4. PrQof of Theorem 2.1 ! 
For the duration of this section M is a%xed, though arbitrary, Turing machine. 
I;* = 404, &!I = LAM), and we will be considering a fixed but arbitrary grammar 
for L,, u LB. The intercalation threshold for this grammar will ways be denoted 
by k. 
‘me idea of the proof is to show that all but finitely many members of b n L8 
have both an ‘“LO derivation” and an “LB derivation”. Furthermore, no derivation 
tree simultaneously represents anLO derivation and an LB derivation. So if Lo n La 
is infinite, then any arbitr&fy grammar for LO u LB has at least wo distinct deri- 
vation trees for most elements ofLO Is LD More specifically, et e = mw, mw2 111 .. . 
wrw, rmm be an element, of both LO and LB. An LO derivation of 6 will cause the 
strings HY~ and wLr to almost match for all odd values of i. An LB derivation of e 
will cause wl and wi’+l to almost match for all even values of i. We can distinguish 
an LO derivation from an LB derivation by applying Theorem 3.1. If the derivation 
is an LO derivation it behaves a  follows. For an arbitrary odd i, apply the intercalation 
theorem to E with mwd HZW~+~ AVI designated asdistinguished positions. Then e = 
a= aj3y@ and a/Py@ is in LO u LB for all n. If the derivation isindeed an LO deri- 
vation, then /? is a nonempty substring of We and S is a nonempty subqtring ofw[+~. 
TIus, for most n, apyS”p is in LO but tlFot LE. So this derivation is treating [ as though 
it were in LO and ignoring the fact that 6 is in Lg. 
An LIE derivation is, more or less, like an Lo derivation with th parity reversed; 
The remainder of this paper is concerned with making the above rather vague ar- 
gument precise. 
4.1, LeS 6 =e: mwl mw2 mw3 m . . . mw,, mm be an etement of LO v Ls such 
each i,wi contafns o m’s. Let t be such that > 2, t+ I < n - 1, and the lengths 
qf both w, and wi+l are targer than k, If is an intercalation decomposition of e
far distingkrished pos;it ix+++ mwl+i m 
(i) /I c0Mains cwz m iflcS contains an m. 
(ti) /JyS contains a? least ane m. 
@ii) /Iy a& y6 each contain at least one m. 
(iv) bQtl’2 jYand 6 are no+nult. 
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the ID’s to either side remain constant. This is impossible since (I‘ (rz) is in LO u LE 
for all IL .a 0 by Theorem 3.1. Hence if /3 contains an PPZ, so does 6. The proof is 
similar if we assume that 6 contains an m and j? does not. 
(ii) This follows by a proof similar to that of (i). 
(iii) Suppose By contains no 111. Then by (i), 6 contains no m. Thus j?yS contains 
no m. But this contradicts (ii), so fly must contain an m. Similarly, yS contains an m. 
eorem 3.1 at least one of fib li is non-null. Suppose /I? is non-null and 6 is 
null. Then by (i), j# contains no m. By (ii), y must contain an spa. A contradiction is 
obtained as in the proof of(i), so 6 is non-null. Similarly, if S is assumed to be non- 
null we find also that /3 is non-null. 0 
Lemm¶842Jet~,1,w w i, I+l and afly6p $e us iit Lem.ma 4.1. TrsZen By6 contains 
exactly one m, which lies in y; moreover th& m ilr dissinguished. Futthetmote, jk5 eon- 
tains on& tqe symbots. 
Suppose y does not con+&n any ~19s. We’will derive a contradiction. 5Jow 
if y does not contain any m’s, then by Lemma 4.1, both /3 and 6 must contain m’s. 
Since y must contain at least one distinguished position (Theorem 3. l)t either j9 or 6 
must contain a distinguished m. But this is impossible. If either of /J or 6 contained 
a distinguished m, then the other could not contain any m’s since the lengths of 
both w, and w~+~ are greater than k and fly6 can contain at most k distinguished pos- 
itions. Thus y must contain at least one m; iin fa*+ uc5 7must cohtzin a distinguished m
since 7 must contain a distinguished position. Further, by Lemma 4.1 (i), this 
distinguished m is the only m in flya because of the kngths o? wI and w~+~ and the 
restrictions on the number of distinguished positions a’n fly& SO /?a contains no m’s. 
Finally, &j con&t&s no state symbols ince otherwise /3@ or 6”’ for s 2 2 would be 
a substring of an ID having more than one state symbol. cl 
Lemma 4.3. Suppo~ e k in Lo v LB and that each ID of 6 has length at least k. 
&et i be atbittary* and suppose that e = afly& is an intetcakrtk~n decomposition f e 
for the d&t&guished positions mw, mw,+, m. If f is not in LB (respectively LO), thcrs 
there is an N such that for all s 2 N, atBJy& is not iit LLc (respectively LO). 
So as not to distract from the main line of the proof of 
the proof of Lemma 4.; to an appendix. 
2.1) ye defe:r 
an element in * with ID’s Index 
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yields aa-intercalation decomposition U&J~/A = 6. If y lcontains the j” m 
and 6 are non-nuI1, then WG say that the derivation has an oda or even loop over 
the j*h m, depeflding on. whether j is odd or even. We say the derivatian has an odd 
<respectively ven) loop if it has an odd (respectively even) loop over some m. Notice 
that by Lemmas 4.1 (iv) and 4.2, intercalation decompositions of the type described 
here always yield either even or odd hoops. 
a 4.5. Let E = mwi mw2 m . . . mlw, mm be an elemen of Lk. If 6 iis i?l LJ# 
but lrst in LO, the@ every derivation of 4: has only eves loops. 
Suppose there is a derivation of 6 which has an odd loop. Then there is an 
intercalation decomy?xition or/I& = 6 of that derivation for some distinguished 
positions mw, ~nw~+~ _ P and some 2 d: i < n-2 ch that y contains the jth m for 
some odd j. We will derive a contradiction from this. By Lemmr J.2, /38 consists 
entirely of tape symbo?s,. o/3 lies entirely within w1 had 6 lies entirely within wj+ l. 
Since E contains at least eight ID’s and j is odd, there must be two ID’s which pre 
cede wd PI+ZW~+~ or else two ID’s which follow ws IBW~+~. Saythere are two ID’s which 
precede w9 rnwj+ The other case is symmetric. Let E (s) = q!Py& Then the jth 29 
of f (s), which is an odd ID grows in length with s while the length of the preceding 
even ID remains constant. Thus 6 (s) is not in &. Also, by Lemma 4.3, q!PyP~ 
is not in LO for all stiicientiy large s. So for large s, @PyPp is not in LO u LE. 
But this is a contradiction, since O#$F is an intercalation decomposition. So g 
does not have a derivation with an odd ioop, and the proof of Lemma 4.5 is com- 
plete. 0 . 
a Let e := mwl mw, m . . . mw,, mm be an element of Lk. If E is in L,, but 
not-in Le, then every derivation of 6 hcu onI) odd loop3. 
w 
e proof of Lemma 4.6 is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.5, q 
.7. Suppose a corttext-free derivation S 2$ t can be decomposedi ‘in the . 
following two ways: 
~?here 
OPte is 
are single norr~ermi~als,, Then either +I 
ed in the ot.kr. 
No two distinct occ~~rrences of variables in S -$: $ can 
unless one derivation is contained the other ,a 
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uppose there is a derivation of 6 whi a?=\ odd loop and an even 
loop. Let 
a1 814 &A ccl z a1 Br Yl 51 ccl = E 
be the derivation viewed as an odd loop de contains an odd m, and 
both j!$ and 6% are 
be a deeompositioa of the same derivation which exhibits an even 
contains an even m and consider three cases and derive 
a contradiction i each e cases exhaust all possibilities. 
Case 1. Suppose /Y1 yi a1 and f12 y2 S2 are disjoint. 
In this case & y1 S1 is eontained in a2 or p2. it is coFtGned,Qn a, ; then a2 = 
a, j& yr St x1 for some string xl. Consider e following steps in a left-most 
derivation of 6: 
L!. 
*#here x2, x3 are some fixed strings of terminal. and non-termioal symbols. Since 
the albove derivation is legal, so is the following derivation of a word, 6 (s): 
S;fra1AlX2 
For large s, C; (b% is not i3 But al fil yl i5, pl is an intercalation decomposition. 
(s’) is in L,, bPZ:t not in LB. But E (sj has an even loop 
hea proof is analogous if fll yl S1 is contained in ,q2 
GXW 2. Suppose /?1 y1 tl is 8 substring of /I2 yz a2. 
this case, /I2 y2 S2 must conta since y1 contains an od 
a 6, is a substring of p2 y2 &. 
&is is a contradicdon since y2 tll 
uypose /T2 y2 S2 is a s 
of is similar to case 2. 
avc! at least one 
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Tile remainder of the proof consists of showing that all but finitely many elements 
of LO r> & n LF are contained in SO n SE. Frolm this and Lemma 4.8, it follows 
that all but finitely many elements of LO n LE haIre at least wo distinct derivations, 
so Lo u La is inherently ambiguous whenever LO n LB is infinite. 
IAuna 4.9. Let g = llvtwl mw2 m .*. mw,mm be an element of SO (respective@ S& 
Let i be an odd (respectively even) integer s~d’c& t~bat 2 < i < n- 2. Let T be c derin 
vation which exhibits 6 as an element of SO (respectr’vely SE). Finully, ‘et a/?y& = 6 
be an intercalation decomposition of T with mwi mwifi m designated as distinguished 
positions. Under these conditions, y contains the ith m, fly6 lies entirely Whin We rn~~+~, 
and length (83 = length (6). 
Proof. By Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.8, y contains the ‘dth m and &.J lies entirely 
within wb mw + f 1. So it remains to show that length (8! = length (6) Suppos: that 
length (19) # length (6). We will deriveacontradiction. Say that length ($) > len:;th@) 
and i is odd, The other cases are similar. It then follows that, for large s, the ith ID 
is much longer than both the i+ P and i- ltB UYs in a$#3ct. So aj!P@~ is not 
in LO u LB for large s. This contradicts the fact that ajl@p is an intercalation de 
composition. 0 
:Lemraa 4.10, Let 5 = mw, mwz m . . . mw, mm be an element of So (respective+ &); 
then there is a derivation ofesuch that hefolZowing holds. Let wi mw,+l, for 2 < i *:n - 2, 
be two consecutive ID’s of 6 separated by an odd (re,llpectively ven) m. Then wl mwl+l = * 
q#v where length (qv) <I 2k,. and this derivation tree of 6 has a subtree with jaontier 
equal to 4. As usual, k: denotes the intercalation thre&oid. 
PuI&. Consider a fixed derivation which exhibi,ts C: as a member of SO (rpnpecti- 
vely &). Let a&G/r = 6 be a intwcalation decomposition of that derivation with 
mrwt mw$+, m designated u”~ distinguished positions. ?y Lemma 4.9, y contains 
the itb m, /#yS lies entirely within wi mwd+l, and length = length (8). 
If /I $5 omits less than 2k symbols of wi m w proven. If By8 omits 2k I 
or more symbols of wt mw +1, proceed as fol5olws. Let t (1) = ayp, and consider 
the fixed derivation of 6 (1) formed by “pruning and grafting” our fixed derivation 
of E to omit .the j3 and 6. Now E has at least eight ID’s, so t (1) is still in SO (respecti- 
vely SE). 
Let w,(l) a d n .b v+.tl( 1) denote the ith and i+ 1 th ID’s of 6 (1). We repeat our construc- 
tion. Let cz (I) /3 (1) y (1) 6 (I) p (1) = 6 (1) be an intercalation decomposition f OUT 
fixed de,sivation of f (I) for the distinguished positions mw,(l) ~zw~+~(f) m. If /3 (1) 
y (1) S (1) omits less than 2k symbols of WA 1) &r2w,+,( l), then the lemma t’s proven 
with 4 defined by tbe equation 5 = a (1)4p (1). If j? (1) y (1) S (1) omit 2k or more 
symbolc; of I+( 1) mw,+, Ql), proceed as follows. 
t I: (2) = a (1) y (1) p (l), and consider the Cixe on of [ (2) formed 
d grafting”’ our xed derivation of 6 (1 TJ++,(~) denot 
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the itb and i-t PC ID’s of E (2). [ (2) is in So (respectively SE), and we repeat our con- 
struction. Let a (2) y (2) ~(2) = 1‘ (3) and so forth. After some number, t, of iterations 
of this construction, we must use up all but q symbols of wf rn~++~ for some q < 2k. 
The desired decomposition is then obtained with 4 defined by the equation 6 = 
tx (t) 8#Qi (t), an roof is completed. 0
ith every element 4 = mwl mw2 m . . . mw, mm in So, asso- 
ion of E which satisfies Lemm 4.10 with M+ rn~t~+~ = 
wao3 mw,-,. Let P&J = w”-, rnwnM2 be as in Lemma 4.10. The odd triple of r;’ is 
the triple (q9 A, v) where q, v are as above and A is the nonterminajl which derives (/J 
in the fixed derivation. 
(ii) With every element 8 = mwl mw, m . . . mv; mm in SE, we associate a fked 
d&vation of 5 which satis5es the conclusions faf Lemma 4.10 with M+ mw,+, = 
W ,r-4 mw,-,. Let q#v = w -4 mwRw3 nma 4.10. The even triple of 6 is 
the triple (q, A, V) where q and v are as above arid A is the nonterminal tvhich de- 
rives 4 in the tied derivation. 
L*mnm 4.12. So n Ss contains all but finitely many members of LO n LE n Lk. 
Prcbof, We show that all but finitely many members of Lo n LB PI Lk are in SE. 
An analogous, though simpler, proof shows that all but finitely many members 
are also in So. If Lo n LE n Lk is finite, the Lemma is trivial so assume Lo f 1 LE n Lk 
is infinite. Let LZR denote the set of all t in Lo u LE such that each 113 in E has 
length 2 2k. It will sufke to show that al; but finitely many members of Lo n 
Ls n Lak are in S E* 
Consider E = mw, mw2 m . . . mw,, mm in Lo n LE n L2k. Let FV’ denote the set 
of all E’ = mw;mwam . . . rnwi mm such that: 
w = w,’ for all i other than n-4 and n-3; 
%I-4 mw,,-3 # wi-4 m&-3; 
/d 
\.*a--4 W-wL-3. 
Note: that H$ is contained in LE but is disjoint from I& 
Let 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
5+ == {(I!, A, v) 1 (q, A, v) is the even triple 01’ some word in F&), 
FV == {lE E LE n Lo n LZRIR, = R, for infinitely many p E LE n Lo n L2&}. 
There are on?y finitely many distinct even triples and so only finitely many distinct Rr. 
So NV must wntain all but finitely many elements of LE n Lo n LZk. We corrqdeie 
this proof by/ showing that ?V is contained in SE. Let E = mwp mw2 m . . . mw, mm 
be an element of IV. There is an element p = mw;’ mw912 . . . mw~‘mm in L, n LE n L2k 
such that 
R, = fit/, w 
wy-4 mIw2-3 # w,-~ mwn-3 c (9 
see this, note the following. There are infinitely many p such 
so there are infinitely many werds w acceptec: 
< = &IV] where p (w) represents he computa 
are arbkkariiy long words w accepted by 
find a word w such that length (w) > leng 
Condition (5) now follows from the conventio 
putation are monotone non-decreasing in lengt 
Now by condition (5) and the definiti 
P’ = mwy mwy m . . . mw;LkJ pnw,-4 fmr,-3 mw;:j 
is in WP. Thus there is an even triple (q, A, w) in RP such th 
where 4 is generated by the nonterminal A and qtjj’v = w,,-~ rn~,-~. Since 
there is a %’ in IV such that (q, A, V) is the even triple of k’. So 
E’ = mwl mw, N: . . . ~rrw,-~ m~#vmw,-, mw,-l mwa mm, 
where &’ is generated by the nonterminal A and1 g#‘v = w~-~~nw&~ for some ZD’s wk+ 
and wL3 satisfying conditions (2) and (3). :t T’ be the derivation of 6’ fixed by 
the definition of even triple. If we alter this derivation by letting the nonterminal A
ipecified by the even triple (q, A, v) derive the: string tj instead of #, we get a de& 
vation, r, of 
E = dnwl mw2 m . . . mw,-s m@vmw,-2 mw,-, mw, mm 
=e mw, mw, m . . . mw,-S mv:i-4 rnKsv3 mwn-, rnwmel mwR mm. 
erivation T has no odd loops since T’ has no odd loops and 4 contains 
ut E was an arbitrary element of is contained in &. 
8-k eonclu6~s the groof of Lemma 4.12. [] 
e next and final lemma is almost a restatement of 
ate from this lemma and 
, which is immedi- 
of these three disjoint unambiguous 
of this proof;we will cal wmwT, fjymmet 
rent lengths, then for all sufkizntly large s, ap”#s~ has 
of the m than on the other side. SC it is not symmetric. 
So, assume that /3 and S are of equa length. Let y = vmq. If length (av) #: length (q&j, 
then for all s >, 0, a#PyFp has more symbols on one side of e m than on the other 
skk. So we may also assume length (av) = h (W)- 
But even under these assumptions, aj?“y 1s not symmetric for all sufficiently 
large s, To see this, assume a/PyPp is symmetric for infinitely 
a contradiction. By our assumptions 011 length and by the symmetry of a,!F@p, 
ow y, a, and p can be decomposed in one of two ‘ivays. Ei 
and a = cr’; or else y = yxmxT and p == za’; for some x, ,y and z. 
generality, assume y = xm2’y and a =: pTz. e proof .s similar if y = yxmxT 
and ,U = zaT So 
bus, for k + 0, aflkyakp is symmetric if and only i zp’:myLjk Is symmetric. 
consider two cases. 
Case 1. Suppose 
length (z) = length (y) $ length (6) = length (6). 
In this case we reason as follows. some s > 2, z/I%z~@ is symmetric by assumption. 
So /I = /?‘yT and ti ‘and& So, since z~“nau;P = 
ric, z/P1j?‘m8 2 6 T s-1 is also symmetric. So, since length (jY) = lengt 
_ 
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some k > 1 and some z’ and y’ such that length (2’) = Iength (y’) < 
‘iengtl.~ (a). But @“myP = (Svz’f18rn (/F~y’d;” is symmetric. So 2’ 
symmetric. So j@ = ,/j’@‘)T and 6 = ,!jt($)T. So @3-_kr~y’S- = r’B’Cv3’Bfj-+yy$+j84:~ 
$‘(z”)T 8(z”)T is symmetric. So, comparing from the outside dges, 2” = z’, fl’ = (8)’ 
and y’ = (z4)=. So q%zy~ = (S~z’j’vn (j!qky’6 == (z~(~‘)~“)~z =Hl QqjY)=)“,v’sl(z’)= 
is symmetric. But Z/?~PIJ~ is not symmetric by the hypothesis lemma, So we have 
ia contradiction, This ends the proof of Lemma Al, 0 
a A2. &ppose w1 and w2 arti ID’s, arid it is ;trot rue that w1 .Letw~mwX= 
where y contains m and /36 is nut null. For each s, let W&S) wz(s) be m&jr 
sa#isfying the equatkx9 aj!QP~ = wI(s) mw&)T Tjaen there is an IV such that: for 
all 5 2 N, it is not true that wl(s) I- w2(s)=. 
Proof, If one sf /? or S is null, then the result is ckar. So assume /3 and 6 are both 
1. If B OF 6 contain a state symbol, then w&s) or w#-) contai more than one 
bol as long as s 2 2. So either W,(S) or IV&) is na r even a ID. So we may 
assume that state symbols are all in ccyp. If one state symbol is in ‘y and the other 
is in a or p, then fas large s, it is not true that IV&) E wr(s)=, because the state symbols 
are too far apart. So we may assume that either y contains two state symbols or 
else 10t and p contain one state s;ymbol eack 
Suppose y contains two state symbols. I some type of mismatch within ‘)o causes 
wl I- w2 to be false, the:o wI(s) I- w&r)= will e false for all s. So we need only consider 
the following cases. 
m y = xumvy anil u I- 1IT 
(ii) 3~ = umvy, B = fl’a, where a is a ::ingllr: symbol and au I- vT 
(iii) y = yumv, 6 = QS’, where b is a single symbol and u t- bvT. 
Suppose situation (ii) holds. The other cases are similar. In this case, a/PyPp = 
a/P-‘/3’aumvyPp. So lu,(s) I- w2(QT if and only if ~/3+1/3’my6s~ is symmetric 
about m.So w,(s)bvz T if and only if ajPIS,amay& = a/PmaysSy is symmetric 
ut m. The desired result now follows from Lemma Al with y = may. 
y reasoning to the above, the desired result also foklowsb in the case where a 
and /i contain one state symbol each. L-J 
. Suppose t is in LO v L,, arTa .rrrtt each ID qf f has Zength at least k, the 
intercalation threshold. Let i be arbitra;y, and suppose that E = tx/?y& is an inter- 
calation deComposition of [ for the distInguished positions mwz n~~-+-~ . .?ji E is nut 
in LE jres+~ecr*ively I+,), then there id: an P f such that for all s 2 IV9 ~~p”yPp is not 3n LB 
(respectively E,). 
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